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Before answering the question-paper candidates

should ensure that they have been supplied to correct

and complete question-paper. No complaint, in this

regard, will be entertained after the examination.

Note : Attempt Five questions in all, selecting at

least one question from each Unit. All

questions carry equal marks.
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Unit IV

7. (a) Write the advantages and disadvantages

of stack based storage management

scheme. 8

(b) How the problem of memory

fragmentation is handled ? Discuss any

one approach. 7

8. List the storage management phases. Compare

and contrast the programmer controller and

system controlled storage management. 15
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Unit I

1. Discuss the role of different types of computing

environments on the design of the programming

language for corresponding environment. 15

2. What are the advantages offered by object

oriented programming methodology over

procedural programming methodology ? Write

at least seven points of different between C

and C++. 15

Unit II

3. (a) Describe the specification and

implementation issues of integer data

type. 7

(b) What additional tasks are performed

during type checking of structured data

types as compared to elementary data

types ? 8

4. (a) List the major storage representation used

for pointer data types ? Discuss each

briefly. 5

(b) Define a vector ? Derive the accessing

formula for a particular element of a

matrix when it is stored in row-major

order. 10

Unit III

5. (a) How is it decided which statement is to

be executed after the current one ? Write

different forms of statement level

sequence control mechanisms. 10

(b) Write a short note on exceptions and

exception handling. 5

6. How the correspondence between actual and

formal parameters is established during

subprogram call and return ? Write and explain

any four schemes for the parameter

transmission. 15
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